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Abstract—Data striping across multiple network interfaces and
its applications to mobile environments was recently investigated
(Phatak and Goff, 2002). Therein, a network-layer Internet
protocol (IP)-in-IP encapsulation mechanism was proposed to
aggregate the bandwidth of multiple network paths by striping
a single transport layer [transmission control protocol (TCP)]
connection across them. The analysis and experimental results
from that study demonstrated fundamental limitations to TCPs
performance in such scenarios. In this paper, we therefore propose
a method of overcoming these limitations by striping data at the
transport layer. For a proof-of-concept demonstration we use a
substantially enhanced version of the stream control transmission
protocol (SCTP). Our analytical results and experimental data
illustrate that there are significant advantages to using a transport
protocol with native support for the simultaneous use of multiple
network interfaces, as opposed to stretching TCP to a point where
it is no longer effective.

This work naturally leads to another fundamental issue of
end-to-end support for host mobility at the transport layer. Our
analysis and results demonstrate that transport layer support for
multiple network (IP) interfaces, together with the capability to
dynamically add or delete IP addresses can yield the following
advantages: higher bandwidth, load balancing, and increased
fairness, enhanced reliability, and end-to-end support for host
mobility. This is independent of the underlying network-layer
and, hence, is applicable to static/wired, as well as wireless/ad hoc
environments. The proposed protocol offers a unified solution to
both data striping across multiple networks interfaces, as well as
end-to-end mobility support.

Index Terms—Data striping, end-to-end, inverse multiplexing,
mobility, network protocols, stream control transmission protocol
(SCTP), transmission control protocol (TCP), transport layer,
wireless networking.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH THE increasing availability and variety of net-
working technologies, hosts will inevitably have

multiple means of network connectivity. For example, mobile
hosts may currently support Internet access via wired ethernet,
802.11, Bluetooth, or cellular phone modem. It is then a
dynamic optimization problem to select which combination
of available network services to use at any given time. The
varying network conditions associated with each active network
interface must be considered in order to best meet an appli-
cation’s requirements. Factors such as effective bandwidth,
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latency, jitter, power consumption, cost, and network load
might be taken into account with relative priorities determined
by an application or user. In particular, wireless bandwidth is
relatively scarce when compared with wired networks. It is,
therefore, likely that mobile users will want to take advantage
of as much bandwidth as is available by simultaneously striping
data through multiple network interfaces.

The issue of simultaneous data striping across multiple net-
work paths was recently investigated in [1]. It proposed a solu-
tion at the Internet protocol (IP) layer which is similar in spirit
to mobile IP [2], [3], namely IP within IP encapsulation (i.e.,
tunneling) is used for simultaneous data striping across mul-
tiple network paths. The motivation for a network-layer solu-
tion was to isolate the transport layer [transmission control pro-
tocol (TCP)] and higher layers from any modifications. In [1],
the problem of striping a TCP connection across multiple net-
work paths was analyzed in depth and the proposed solution
worked well in many cases. In particular, when the round-trip
times (RTTs) of packets sent along multiple paths is similar, the
performance of the proposed solution was quite good. However,
a wide disparity in the RTTs of the underlying paths can lead to
severe performance degradation. That is, using multiple paths
can result in much worse performance than when a single path
is used alone.

The main reason for this phenomenon is that packets sent on
a higher latency path will take much longer to reach the desti-
nation (compared with packets sent on lower latency paths) re-
sulting in a RTT above the timeout threshold. This causes TCP
to invoke congestion avoidance procedures which in turn leads
to the under utilization of all paths being used. TCP expects
RTTs to be relatively stable during steady-state operation and
significant fluctuations in RTT are regarded as transient events,
not as a persistent condition. TCP, therefore, maintains a single
RTT estimate per connection, irrespective of the actual number
of underlying network paths used by a connection. Hence, as
long as the RTTs from different paths are within the tolerated
deviation, there is no performance degradation. However, since
independent RTT estimates (per network path) are needed when
the RTTs are dissimilar, any data striping solution that operates
below TCP may negatively impact performance in the general
case.

In this paper, we therefore identify the characteristics of a
transport protocol that will best support data striping across mul-
tiple network paths. The most important of these characteristics
are the following.

1) Dissociation of network-layer (IP) addresses from
their conventional role as transport layer connection
identifiers.
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2) Stream management, including striping and remerging is-
sues, which in turn involves load balancing and other op-
timizations depending on overall performance goals.

The stream control transmission protocol (SCTP) [4]–[6]
has many of the desired characteristics. For a proof-of-concept
demonstration of principles, we therefore use a modified ver-
sion of the SCTP reference implementation [5]. Note that the
use of SCTP is incidental, it is a vehicle to illustrate the ideas
being proposed. This protocol is used to conduct experiments
and the resulting data demonstrates significant advantages
(bandwidth aggregation, increased reliability, etc.) from using
such a transport protocol, as opposed to stretching TCP to a
point where it is no longer effective.

This work naturally leads to another fundamental issue of
end-to-end support for mobility at the transport layer. Transport
layer support for multiple network interfaces, together with the
capability to dynamically add or delete IP addresses can yield
the following advantages:

1) higher bandwidth/throughput;
2) load balancing leading to increased fairness;
3) enhanced reliability;
4) true end-to-end transport layer support for host mobility.

This is independent of the underlying network-layer and,
hence, is applicable to static/wired, as well as wireless/ad hoc
environments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
defines the problem being considered and gives a brief survey
of prior related work including the strengths and drawbacks
of the proposed approaches. This naturally leads to as yet un-
addressed problems which are identified. Characteristics of a
transport layer protocol which will enable a clean solution to
these problems are then discussed in Section III. Section IV
presents our preliminary implementation of such a protocol, the
experimental setup, and results. Section V presents a unified
view, namely that the proposed mechanism not only solves the
multiple-interface problem, but it also has the advantage of sup-
porting end-to-end transport layer mobility which in turn has
substantial benefits in its own right.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The simultaneous use of multiple network interfaces to
achieve data striping has been investigated in several domains.
Most recently, the performance of application layer data striping
was considered in [7], transport layer striping was studied in
[8] and [9], while network-layer striping was analyzed in [1].
In its most general form, the common question is one of how
to make efficient use of a possibly dynamically changing set of
network interfaces. We, therefore, present a brief summary of
the problem definition and include an overview and comparison
of related work.

A. Problem Definition

Fig. 1 illustrates the case when two multihomed hosts, and
, wish to communicate via the Internet. For instance, host

might be a laptop with network access via an 802.11 LAN (say
interface ), a Bluetooth scatternet , and a cellular phone
modem . In general, the IP addresses assigned to interfaces

Fig. 1. Communicating multihomed hosts.

Fig. 2. Data striping alternatives.

, and will be controlled by separate Internet service
providers (ISPs) who might in turn implement firewalling to
various degrees.

To take advantage of as much bandwidth as is available, sup-
pose wants to simultaneously stripe data sent to over mul-
tiple network interfaces. This striping could be achieved in a va-
riety of ways including striping at the link-layer, network level,
transport level, application level, or even striping at multiple
layers. Data striping at each of the layers is considered in the
following sections, with a focus on bandwidth aggregation, as
well as enabling support for host mobility.

B. Approaches to Data Striping

Since fundamentally data striping can be implemented at
any layer of the network protocol stack, the applicability and
tradeoffs of several approaches are discussed in the following
sections. Fig. 2 illustrates, from a single application’s point
of view, some of the relevant features of each layer and how
striping might be incorporated into the protocol stack. Here,
the assumption is that the application requires reliable in-order
delivery. Each vertical line represents a distinguishable stream
of packets which a layer may have to differentiate between,
all of which originated from or are destined to the application.
For example, multiple streams through the congestion control
layer in Fig. 2(b) and (c) indicate that each stream is processed
independently where congestion in one stream has no impact
on other streams. Link-layer striping is not included in Fig. 2,
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because our focus is on internetwork striping applications.
Note that the functionality included in Fig. 2 is not meant to
be comprehensive, it is only meant to draw attention to the
components which might be affected by the introduction of
striping. It should also be noted that complexity and memory
requirements of each layer will likely be a function of the
number of streams passing through it.

1) Link-Layer Data Striping: Although most link-layer
striping schemes can only be used within a local network, a
discussion of several approaches is included for completeness.
Bandwidth aggregation across multiple channels has been con-
sidered in the literature in varying contexts and for scenarios
and applications distinct from those considered in this paper.
For instance, multilink point-to-point protocol (PPP) [10], [11]
is designed to aggregate multiple logical data channels into one.
Since PPP was intended to operate at the data link-layer, below
the IP level [12]–[14], the multilink PPP extension bundles
multiple data-link level channels into a single logical link.

So-called layer-2 tunneling using L2TP [15] does allow PPP
to operate over packet switched networks. IP and TCP can then
operate over the bundled logical PPP channel, which accom-
plishes the same result as striping at the network-layer. In this
case, the transport level uses one logical channel where packets
are sent on several distinct network paths. This results in the
problems discussed in detail below, primarily because conges-
tion control is not performed independently for each network
path.

Bandwidth aggregation has also been considered in the con-
text of storage systems and high volume data or file servers,
for instance [16]–[19]. Typical storage-server architectures are
confined to be within a local area network (LAN) having a
single controlling authority. In this case, bandwidth can be ag-
gregated at the media access control (MAC) layer. For instance,
Cisco’s EtherChannel [20] product provides bandwidth aggre-
gation across multiple Ethernet links. Likewise, a recent Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) draft from the HP storage sys-
tems group [19] deals with exploiting ultra-wideband SCSI con-
nections for distributed storage. The use of these solutions is
usually restricted to local networks and cannot be used for gen-
eral communication through the Internet.

2) Network-Layer Data Striping: The existing body of
work on the mobile IP standard suggests that any proposed
solution should target the network-layer (IP) since restricting
modifications to this layer can maximize compatibility with
the existing infrastructure. Therefore all existing applications
can transparently benefit from any enhancements. The net-
work-layer is also, in essence, the first device-independent
layer making data striping at this layer applicable to a wide
variety of networking technologies.

With this in mind, network-layer striping was analyzed in de-
tail in [1]. As shown in Fig. 2(a), network-layer striping was im-
plemented prior to routing individual packets. Although striping
could be achieved through routing alone, additional packet pro-
cessing is usually necessary to ensure a packet is routed as de-
sired and accepted properly by the destination.

For network-level striping to work in the general case, tun-
neling or encapsulation of IP packets is required. For the pur-
pose of illustration, consider Fig. 1 and assume that host is the

source and host is the destination. Any IP packets sent from
to must contain the source address of whichever network

interface was used to send the initial SYN packet to establish the
TCP connection. If this were not the case, would not recog-
nize incoming packets as belonging to an active connection, and
the packets would be dropped. On the other hand, packets sent
from whose source address differs from that of the outgoing
network interface appear as spoofed to intermediate routers. For
legitimate security reasons, spoofed packets may be dropped by
ISPs who employ ingress filtering. Thus, packets sent from
through alternate network interfaces must be tunneled, that is
encapsulated in a packet that has a proper source address.

Further performance limitations of any data striping approach
at the network level are described in Section II-C.

3) Transport Layer Data Striping: Transport layer solutions
to data striping with support for host mobility have been recently
proposed in both [8] and [9]. These works are similar in spirit to
the approach this paper presents, but there are several substantial
differences as indicated below.

1) The most important distinction is that we propose a uni-
fied protocol to efficiently stripe data across multiple net-
work paths, as well as provide end-to-end support for host
mobility. In sharp contrast, the mechanisms presented in
[8] and [9] are solutions to the problem of data striping
alone, albeit in mobile scenarios. In other words, nei-
ther pTCP presented in [8] nor reliable multicast trans-
port protocol (RMTP) demonstrated in [8] is proposed
as a transport layer solution to the problem of host mo-
bility itself. Our framework, on the other hand, presents
a true end-to-end transport level solution to handle host
mobility.

2) Moreover, a comparison with network level striping is not
considered in either [8] or [9]. We present analytical and
simulation results comparing network and transport level
striping.

3) In [9], a somewhat complex mix of pTCP and TCP-v is
proposed. The TCP-v is essentially standard TCP running
on each individual network path to be aggregated, while
pTCP is a wrapper responsible for the overall operation of
the aggregate of the underlying paths. The use of TCP-v
on each individual network path has its own advantages
and disadvantages. For instance, a TCP-like connection
on each individual path implies that the ACKs will come
back on the same path. Our framework is more flexible,
it would allow ACKs to be sent on a different path.

4) Another important distinction is that handoffs are not ex-
plicitly considered in [9] (this is mentioned by the authors
in the discussion section of [9]). In this paper, we con-
sider handoffs and have presented simulation results for
such scenarios (i.e., the dynamic addition and deletion of
IP interfaces, see Sections IV and V).

5) The RMTP [8] also targets bandwidth aggregation on
multihomed mobile hosts. However, it is a fundamentally
different rate-based approach. It performs explicit band-
width based striping wherein the available bandwidth is
actively probed via packet-pair probes. As mentioned
in [9], if bandwidth fluctuations occur on a time scale
smaller than the bandwidth probing intervals, then
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RMTP would have difficulty in effectively adapting to
the fluctuations. Our scheme does not perform active
bandwidth probing.

SCTP (an existing transport level protocol) supports multi-
streaming and multihoming, that is a host having multiple IP
addresses. SCTP implements congestion control on a per net-
work path basis (although currently SCTP defines a network
path by its destination address alone). Also, a recent extension
[21] proposes a mechanism for dynamically adding or deleting
IP addresses at either the source and destination. However, in
its current form SCTP does not do load-sharing, that is multi-
homing is used only for redundancy. A single address is chosen
as the primary address for a connection, meaning the destination
to which all normally transmitted data chunks are sent. Retrans-
mitted data chunks may use an alternate address to improve the
probability of reaching the remote endpoint. Persistent send fail-
ures from a primary address will ultimately result in choosing a
new primary address for the connection. We have substantially
modified SCTP to overcome all these limitations, our imple-
mentation is discussed in Section IV.

Note that for any transport level striping mechanism to be
effective, an essential characteristic is that congestion control
must be performed independently for each network path. This
is pictorially illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

4) Application Layer Data Striping: Fig. 2(c) depicts an ap-
proach to application layer data striping. The obvious duplica-
tion of functionality is necessary because flow control and re-
liable in-order sequencing are typically performed in conjunc-
tion with congestion control by the transport layer. Ideally an
application would be able to disable transport layer reliable se-
quencing in this situation, since requiring in-order delivery in-
troduces the possibility of head-of-line blocking. Implementing
this as close to the application as possible allows packets to be
processed lower in the protocol stack with the maximum degree
of parallelism.

Striping data at the application layer places the burden of
opening and managing multiple transport layer connections on
the application or library developer. In this case, the application
would open multiple connections from different network inter-
faces and be responsible for striping the data stream at the sender
and merging it properly at the receiver. This solution was used
in [22] and [23], where the use of multiple transport level con-
nections was motivated by the limitation of TCP window sizes
when communicating over “long-fat pipes.”

Aside from possibly being tedious, this approach could be
used effectively in scenarios where paths are not too lossy and
disconnections due to mobility are infrequent. The latter two
cases lead to the following problems when opening multiple
TCP connections.

1) An application level approach would have to implement
its own buffering and acknowledgment scheme to support
the scenario, where connections may be permanently lost.
This is necessary since any data buffered to be sent on
a TCP connection that was lost due to mobility, for ex-
ample, would never be received at the destination unless
it is resent at the application level. This is not addressed
in either [22] or [23].

Fig. 3. Application throughput with network-layer data striping.

2) Striping at the application level can also be less efficient
when packet retransmissions are considered. Once the ap-
plication level entity chooses a transport layer connection
to send data on, that block of data will be retransmitted
as many times as needed over the same network path. If
data striping were instead implemented by the transport
layer, packets needing retransmission could be sent on an
alternate network path which might be more reliable or
less congested.

3) An application or library would have to perform a sub-
stantial amount of cross-layer data gathering. For instance
if a host moves and acquires a new IP address, the library
must learn the new address. Likewise, it should imple-
ment its own heartbeat-type scheme to determine whether
inactive paths are alive or dead.

Furthermore, as demonstrated in [9], if the application level
buffer size at the receiver is not sufficiently large, the overall
throughput of multiple TCP connections could be slower than
that of the slowest network path. Even if the buffering require-
ments can be met, stalls due to losses in the slower path can lead
to a poor overall throughput as illustrated in [9].

C. Comparison of Network and Transport Layer Striping

From the issues described in the previous sections, striping
data at the transport layer seems appropriate. This, however,
comes at the cost of sacrificing interoperability with the large
existing infrastructure which uses TCP. The limitations of net-
work-layer striping detailed in [1] fall into two main categories.
First, disparate RTTs can cause spontaneous timeouts, and
second, persistent out-of-order packets can lead to unnecessary
fast retransmissions. In both cases, TCPs congestion control
and avoidance mechanisms are invoked needlessly which
degrades performance.

This drag-down effect, due to TCP timeouts and fast retrans-
missions, is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this scenario, two network
paths having a bandwidth ratio of 4:1 exist between a pair of
communicating hosts and the striping solution from [1] was
used. Realized application bandwidth is plotted as a function
of raw bandwidth, where raw bandwidth is the combined raw
bandwidth available from both paths between the hosts. The
experimental setup used to produce these results is described
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more thoroughly in Section IV, but in this case data splitting was
done at the network-layer. The application bandwidth provided
by TCP was measured using the netperf benchmarking package
[24].

The eight curves in Fig. 3 can be interpreted as follows. The
three solid lines labeled “Ideal” are simply the

, and straight lines corresponding to the ideal band-
widths of each individual path, as well as the combined band-
width. However, this ideal is never achievable because of var-
ious protocol headers, processing overhead, Ethernet collisions,
etc. The second curve labeled “One Full BW Link” shows the
TCP application bandwidth when there was a single path with
the same raw bandwidth as the abscissa value (which is the sum
of bandwidths of both paths). This is slightly less than the cor-
responding ideal case, as expected, due mainly to headers and
processing overhead since the physical network was a private
subnet where collisions and congestion were not a factor. The
curve labeled “High BW Link Only” corresponds to using only
one of the two paths, the one with higher bandwidth. The plot
labeled “Low BW Link Only” is analogous.

The most relevant plot is the one labeled “Both Links With
Tunneling,” this curve is below the plot labeled “High BW Link
Only” thereby illustrating that the lower bandwidth path has de-
graded the overall performance to a level below that achievable
by using the higher bandwidth path alone. This clearly illustrates
the limits of striping data at the network-layer.

Striping at the transport layer can completely avoid these
problems by applying congestion control independently for
each network path. In addition, transport layer data striping is
more robust than network-layer striping when packet loss is
considered. Results in the literature [7] and [25]–[27] indicate
that for moderate packet loss rates (less than ) the
bandwidth TCP will attain is bounded by

(1)

where BW is the realized bandwidth, MSS is the maximum seg-
ment size, is a constant, and is the overall loss probability
of the path. To isolate the impact that packet loss has on TCP
throughput, this can be approximated as

(2)

A performance comparison between network and transport
layer striping can then be made with respect to packet loss
by considering the loss factor that the congestion control
algorithm(s) would experience in each case.

Assume there are network-paths over which data striping is
performed, and let the loss probabilities for each path be denoted

. In a network-layer striping approach, when data
striping is performed below congestion control in the protocol
stack, the overall loss probability becomes

(3)

assuming the individual path loss probabilities are independent.
This, in turn, makes the network-layer striping bandwidth

(4)

For transport layer striping, the congestion control layer experi-
ences each path loss directly and independently. Since each path
is handled by a separate TCP-like control mechanism, the band-
width realized by each network path is . Con-
sequently, the total transport layer striping bandwidth, , is
then

(5)

From (4) and (5), it is easy to verify that transport layer striping
is, in this regard, inherently better since a higher bandwidth is
attained because

(6)

III. GENERAL PROTOCOL CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRED FOR

THE EFFICIENT USE OF MULTIPLE INTERFACES

Fundamentally, TCP was not designed to simultaneously op-
erate across multiple paths. Hence, any solution that is com-
pletely transparent to TCP is bound to run into problems sim-
ilar to those discussed above. For example, some of a host’s
multiple interfaces may go up or down dynamically. This may
happen, for instance, when a user connected to the Internet via
cellular phone modem drives into the vicinity of an Airport and
can now access the Internet via the Airport LAN as well. Like-
wise, someone using a wireless campus LAN might drive out of
range and would then like to switch to the cellular phone modem
alone. It is evident that binding a transport layer connection to a
single source/destination address pair breaks down when a host
moves in this fashion and acquires a new IP address.

This immediately suggests that a solution to the multiple-in-
terface problem at the IP layer cannot be applied to mobile en-
vironments. This could be overcome by using mobile IP simul-
taneously for each network interface of a mobile host, but mo-
bile IP was not designed with such a complicated scenario in
mind and is likely to be inefficient. Since the problem at hand
basically deals with reliable in-order delivery, unified support
for mobility is better handled at the transport layer. To simul-
taneously support multiple network paths, the most logical ap-
proach is to have the transport level protocol allow multiple net-
work-layer addresses for the source, as well as the destination.
Furthermore, to support mobility it must allow dynamic addition
and deletion of IP addresses for both the source and destination.
In essence, the transport layer connection identifiers must be
distinct or dissociated from the network addresses.

The following is a list of desirable characteristics of a
transport protocol that enables the efficient use of multiple IP
interfaces.
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1) Dissociation of network (IP) addresses from their conven-
tional role as transport layer connection identifiers. This
includes at least the following two aspects.

a) Transport layer connection identifiers should be
able to support multiple network-layer addresses
(this implies transport layer support for multi-
homed hosts).

b) The dynamic addition and deletion of net-
work-layer (IP) addresses to/from the transport
later connection identifier must be allowed (this
inherently provides support for host mobility).

2) The ability to stripe a single data stream into multiple
flows. This could involve load balancing and many other
optimizations to achieve desired goals, such as optimizing
delay, fairness, or power consumption.

3) The resulting multiple data flows must then be sent along
distinct physical network paths. Congestion control must
be performed independently for each path where, in gen-
eral, a path is defined by a source-destination address pair.

4) Finally, packets from the multiple data flows need to be
merged and properly sequenced by the receiving end.

When a connection is initiated, there needs to be some way of
finding what current IP address(es) a possibly mobile host has.
This must be performed through a process similar to DNS name
resolution, which is necessarily outside the scope of a transport
protocol itself. In other words, in addition to the characteristics
listed above, a robust name resolution scheme must be available
to initiate or bootstrap a connection. We would like to point out
that such a name resolution process is universally required in
any protocol (standard IP, mobile IP, etc.).

Assuming mobile hosts, a DNS update mechanism like those
proposed in [28] and [29] is one way to provide the name res-
olution required to start a connection. In a similar manner, a
so-called rendezvous server could be used. A rendezvous server
is a static host known to both communicating mobile hosts that
is notified of address updates by at least one mobile host. The
mobile hosts can then rendezvous through the static host in the
event of simultaneous moves. On the other hand, in a completely
ad hoc scenario, a brute-force solution to name resolution is
flooding. After a connection has been established, a move by ei-
ther peer alone does not necessitate a name resolution. The host
which moved still has a valid address for its stationary peer and
can directly inform the static host of its new address. However,
when both peers move simultaneously, that is before either can
notify the other, the name resolution process must be repeated.
An example of such a scheme can be found in [30].

While all items from the list above deserve thorough con-
sideration, we focus here on illustrating the substantial advan-
tages the first characteristic alone can yield. The emphasis is
to demonstrate the ideas via a proof-of-concept implementation
and experiments. Hence, for items (2), (3), and (4), we have
used straightforward schemes. For example, we stripe packets
among the streams (and, hence, network paths) according to the
static ratio of path bandwidths. In fact, properties (2), (3), and
(4) are not even necessary to use multiple IP interfaces under
the SCTP protocol. As explained in the following section, SCTP
can use multiple network interfaces to send a single SCTP data

stream thereby obviating the need for any striping and merging
of data by applications. It should, therefore, be stressed that our
use of multiple SCTP streams below was for experimental con-
venience. SCTP does not impose any restriction on what net-
work path the packets from a single stream take; packets from
a SCTP stream may be sent on any network path from an as-
sociation. SCTP congestion control is completely independent
from stream designations and is applied to all packets that share
a common network path (currently defined by destination IP ad-
dress) regardless of their stream number.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

Having identified the desirable transport layer protocol char-
acteristics above, SCTP is a natural starting point. SCTP sup-
ports multihomed hosts, and the dynamic addition and deletion
of IP addresses. In its current form, however, SCTP lacks the
multistreaming capability. By default, multiple network inter-
faces are used only to increase reliability. When packets sent
through the primary interface are lost, a different interface might
then be used. We therefore use a modified version of the SCTP
reference implementation [5] as a vehicle to demonstrate our
ideas.

SCTP is a connection oriented transport layer protocol that
provides the reliable in-order delivery of data packets. Within a
single SCTP connection, known as an “association,” multiple
independent communication streams can exist. Packets from
the same stream are delivered to an application in-order, while
the order of packets from different streams is arbitrary. This
avoids the head-of-line blocking problem which can affect TCP,
where a single lost packet delays the reception of all packets
that come after it. SCTP is also resilient to network disruptions
because it supports multihomed hosts and performs congestion
control separately for each destination address. This is further
enhanced by an extension (IETF draft [21]) that allows dynamic
addition and deletion of IP addresses at either end of an active
association.

For the purpose of our experiments, the reference implemen-
tation of SCTP was enhanced to allow an application to asso-
ciate a given communication stream with a particular network
path by setting connection options, similar to how the Berkeley
socket API provides setsockopt( ) to control TCP options.
The network interface used to reach a destination is subject to
the normal IP routing procedure. In other words, if a source
node has multiple network interfaces that can be used to reach
a single destination address, the interface that is actually used
is determined by the IP layer, not by SCTP. Once a stream is
bound to a network path, the corresponding network interface
gets used for sending the stream’s outgoing packets. If a failure
is detected, by a lost packet for example, an alternate destination
address (network path) may be used. Therefore, to accomplish
data striping, an application using our prototype implementation
would initiate an association (connection) with a foreign host,
open multiple communication streams, and bind each stream to
a network path. The application was made explicitly responsible
for controlling the number of streams used for communication
only to allow greater experimental flexibility. In the future, this
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could be made more transparent to applications by having SCTP
manage streams according to more abstract communication cat-
egories, for example bulk data transfer or interactive session.

We would like to emphasize that multiple SCTP streams were
used merely for the sake of convenience and flexibility in the ini-
tial experiments. The SCTP protocol itself does not in any way
require that all packets from a particular stream use a common
network path. In fact, this restriction is explicitly avoided by
keeping reliable delivery functionally separate from sequenced
stream delivery [4, Sec. 1.3.4]. SCTP in effect assigns two se-
quence numbers per packet; one used to implement congestion
control and ensure reliable delivery, and the other used for se-
quencing packets within a stream.

An application could, therefore, use a single SCTP stream for
communication and realize the benefits illustrated below while
maintaining in-order delivery of all packets, assuming the SCTP
implementation striped packets from a single stream over all
available network paths. In other words, it is not necessary for
applications to stripe data into multiple SCTP streams, actively
managing the different streams, and merge them at the receiving
end. A single stream can use all available network interfaces,
thereby completely avoiding stream management issues. In this
case, SCTPs native in-order delivery of packets within a stream
ensures that packets sent across multiple interfaces are delivered
in-order to the receiver.

All experiments were performed on private subnets using a
pair of identical hosts running FreeBSD 4.5. There were two in-
dependent 100 Mb/s full-duplex Ethernet connections between
them. The bandwidth through each network interface of the
client machine was controlled using the dummynet feature na-
tive to FreeBSD [31]. Among other things, this allows a system
administrator to dynamically limit bandwidth according to fire-
walling rules. Note that the task of discovering multiple IP ad-
dresses for the source and the destination is subsumed by the
SCTP protocol itself.

A client-server program was written to measure the effective
application throughput under varying network conditions. The
client would request some amount of data from the server, which
was then delivered in 1024 byte blocks. The client would log the
reception of every th packet, where was chosen according
to the total amount of requested data. The results are presented
in Fig. 4(a) and (b). These results are the average of five runs,
where each run lasted approximately 10 min.

We first illustrate that the proposed transport level protocol
avoids the drag-down problem which TCP suffered from. This
can clearly be seen by contrasting Fig. 4(a) with Fig. 3. Here,
the two paths between the hosts were configured to have a
bandwidth ratio of 4:1 over the range of bandwidths shown
along the axis. The second bandwidth ratio we considered
was 8:1, shown in Fig. 4(b). This was deliberately chosen
above the bandwidth ratio threshold of 7:1, which was the
analytically derived upper bound from [1], beyond which TCP
retransmission timeouts would severely degrade performance.
This demonstrates that the new protocol is completely free from
the drag-down problem, irrespective of the relative bandwidths
of the paths involved.

Both figures plot application throughput as a function of the
available raw bandwidth in a manner analogous to Fig. 3. In both

Fig. 4. Application throughput with transport layer data striping.

plots, the curves labeled “Both Links” are appropriately above
the curves labeled “High BW Link Only,” thereby illustrating
that the new protocol gainfully exploits the available bandwidth
of both paths simultaneously.

The next performance factor considered was reliability.
Fig. 5(a) shows how the new protocol behaves as one network
interface intermittently fails. This was emulated by periodically
bringing one of the interfaces up and down. In this case, both
paths were configured to have the same raw bandwidth of
112 kb/s. Three failure cycles are shown, where one network
interface remained down for the last third of each cycle. The cu-
mulative amount of data received, as well as the instantaneous
bandwidth, is plotted as a function of time. Initially both paths
are operational. The first failure occurs after roughly 130 s.
During the failure the application continues to receive data,
but at half the rate since only one of the two paths is available.
After the recovery, at around 200 s, the data rate returns to its
prior level indicating that both paths are again being fully used.

In a similar experiment, the protocol’s reaction to mobility
was tested. This scenario is identical to the reliability exper-
iment, with the exception of how the network interface was
brought up after each failure. In this case, the network interface
was given a different IP address each time it was brought up.
Fig. 5(b) illustrates that the change in IP address has a negligible
effect on performance, thereby demonstrating that the proposed
protocol effectively handles host mobility as well.
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Fig. 5. Reliability and mobility performance.

V. UNIFIED SUPPORT FOR MULTIPLE NETWORK

INTERFACES AND HOST MOBILITY

Having illustrated the effectiveness of the proposed protocol
through experimental results, we now discuss three aspects of
supporting mobility in more detail: namely, the separation of
network addresses from transport ection identifiers, security,
and application to mobile ad hoc scenarios.

A. Separating Network Addresses and Transport Layer
Identifiers

Note that a transport level protocol which dissociates IP ad-
dresses from transport layer identifiers can also provide effec-
tive end-to-end support for mobility, as illustrated by Fig. 5(b).
We would like to emphasize that transport layer support for host
mobility and the related mechanisms, such as multihoming sup-
port which have been expressly proposed for the purpose of mo-
bility support alone is not our contribution in this paper. This
issue has been widely investigated in the literature where a sam-
pling can be found in [29], [30], and [32]–[36]. Rather, our con-
tribution here is a unified framework; we arrive at a clean, true
end-to-end transport level solution to mobility as a byproduct of
our proposed solution to the multiple-interface problem.

The host identity payload (HIP) mechanism proposed in [37],
also advocates decoupling network addresses used for routing
from transport layer identifiers used to establish and maintain
communication. It proposes replacing all references to IP ad-
dresses in application and transport layer entities with identifiers
from a new namespace, the host identity (HI). The HI would

“name” a specific host, where hosts may have multiple names.
The HI as proposed is cryptographically based, with a public key
identifying a host. Public host identities, such as for well known
servers, could be stored in DNS records or LDAP directories,
while the identities of anonymous clients can be exchanged be-
tween communicating peers as needed.

A new protocol layer, the HIP protocol, is needed between the
network and transport layer to manage translations between the
HI and network-layer identifiers, as well as to authenticate hosts.
This guards against man-in-the-middle connection hijacking, al-
though additional security measures are needed to detect if a
man-in-the-middle has modified any packets it forward. HIP na-
tively supports mobility since network addresses can be changed
by the HIP layer in a manner that is transparent to the transport
and application layers. Again, an external dynamic DNS or ren-
dezvous server is needed to initiate a connection, or to reestab-
lish a connection when both hosts move.

A main objective of SCTP was to work within the existing
host naming framework provided by DNS and IP addresses.
Hence, it is less elaborate than more recent proposals such as
HIP when it comes to cryptographic authentication and the like.
This maintains interoperability and avoids the translation layer
used by HIP. If stringent security is required, SCTP could be be
used in conjunction with other security mechanisms (including
HIP) as explained in the following section.

Once transport layer connection identifiers are distinct
from network addresses, host mobility support is natural.
For instance, if a node moves and acquires a new network
address after establishing a transport level connection, it simply
communicates the new address and both peers add this new
address and delete the stale one from their transport level
connection identifiers. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5(b), where
the network interface that was brought down and back up was
assigned a different IP address in each cycle.

Note that the mobility support scheme proposed here is some-
what different from the one proposed in [29], which requires
an explicit connection migration mechanism. Here, connection
migration is handled transparently through the process of first
adding a new IP address and then deleting an old IP address.
This approach is also taken in [38] and [39], where SCTP is used
in conjunction with mobile IP to support mobile hosts. Specifi-
cally, mobile IP is used for location management (i.e., to initially
find a mobile host) and SCTP is used to handle handoffs (i.e., to
deal with movement while a connection is active and to elimi-
nate triangle routing). Provided at least one network path exists
between communicating peers, an active data transfer is not in-
terrupted. When a host moves suddenly, any packets its peer sent
to the previous IP address would be lost, causing the peer to as-
sume congestion and initiate the typical exponential backoff. In
addition, proper slow-start congestion control is automatically
performed for each new path between the peers. Note that the
proposed scheme still requires a name resolution step to start
or bootstrap a new connection, as well as when both peers of a
connection move simultaneously.

The proposed scheme completely eliminates triangle routing,
and reverse-tunneling used in the standard mobile IP approach.
Routing can, therefore, be simplified for regular mobile (as op-
posed to ad hoc mobile) scenarios. This can, in turn, potentially
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yield many other benefits such as load balancing, fairness,
higher throughput and efficiency, etc. Furthermore, such a
scheme does not require any intermediaries. Unlike the foreign
agent, home agent, etc., that are required in the mobile IP
standard, a mobile node simply acquires a new address and tells
its peer to add it to the new connection identifier and delete the
old one. This constitutes a true end-to-end solution to mobility.

We would like to point out that SCTP was originally intro-
duced to address a completely different set of issues. The pri-
mary motivating factor for the development of SCTP was trans-
porting signaling traffic over IP networks, for telecommunica-
tion applications in particular. The features that efficiently sup-
port such signaling protocols are also beneficial to a broader set
of applications that require partially ordered data and wish to
avoid the unnecessary delay from the head-of-line blocking ex-
hibited by TCP.

The experimental results in this paper indicate that, with some
extensions, SCTP constitutes a clean unified solution to two
more problems of particular importance in wireless environ-
ments, viz.; 1) the efficient use of multiple IP interfaces and
2) host mobility support. It appears that radically different sets
of design and performance goals have lead to a unified solution.
We, therefore, conjecture that the proposed protocol is likely to
represent a “good quality” solution in the otherwise vast space
of all possible solutions.

B. Security

Using the SCTP extension for dynamic IP address addition
and deletion poses little addition risk to security. The existence
of this additional feature may provide a man-in-the-middle, who
can intercept and alter packets, an alternate approach to con-
nection hijacking in that a connection could be forwarded to
a third party. However, this threat is small and is not unique
to the dynamic IP address addition/deletion mechanism. Cur-
rent SCTP and TCP implementations are also equally suscep-
tible to connection hijacking and precautions are typically taken
at the application level to detect such attempts. In general, for
scenarios where security is critical, additional authentication
methods may be used, for example, [21] proposes using the IP
authentication header [40].

The additional security provided by HIP can resist con-
nection hijacking due to mobility spoofing, but the general
integrity of individual packets is not guaranteed by HIP. The
dynamic IP address addition/deletion feature of SCTP balances
the tradeoff between security and efficiency by supporting the
use of an additional comprehensive security plan at the network
or application layer(s) when needed. For example, if security at
the network-layer verifies individual packets, dynamic addition
or deletion of IP addresses at the transport layer is inherently
secure.

C. Applications to Mobile Ad Hoc Scenarios

Routing is fundamentally related to location, that is bits
must be delivered to a particular destination. The process of
determining the location of the destination within the network
is, therefore implied. For this reason, routing is typically
simplified when addresses correspond to some sort of actual
(physical/geographical) or logical network structure. Examples

for ad hoc scenarios include routing that exploits geographical
location [41] and hierarchical routing [42], [43]. Other exam-
ples include the many investigations that have considered how
to dynamically create and manage clusters, and elect cluster
heads to impose some hierarchy that simplifies routing in
ad hoc networks.

Once a transport level connection is dissociated from any spe-
cific network-layer address, as a node moves in an ad hoc net-
work it can assume any network address which best exploits the
underlying network structure. In this way, routing issues are sep-
arated from transport layer issues and the proposed scheme can
also benefit mobile ad hoc scenarios.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have identified the attributes a transport layer protocol
should have in order to efficiently support simultaneous data
striping across multiple network interfaces. The most important
characteristic necessary was shown to be the dissociation of net-
work-layer (IP) addresses from their traditional role as trans-
port level connection identifiers. This subsumes the ability to
support multihomed hosts, as well as the capability to dynam-
ically add or delete IP addresses for either a source or destina-
tion. We implemented such a protocol and the experimental data
demonstrates the significant advantages of using such a trans-
port protocol as opposed to stretching TCP to a point where it
is no longer effective.

Furthermore, this work naturally leads to another funda-
mental issue of end-to-end support for host mobility at the
transport layer. It shows that transport layer support for multiple
interfaces with the capability of dynamic address addition and
deletion can yield the following advantages: higher overall
bandwidth, load balancing leading to increased fairness,
enhanced reliability, and end-to-end support for host mobility.
This is independent of the underlying network-layer and,
hence, is applicable to both static/wired and wireless/ad hoc
environments. We arrived at the mechanism for mobility
support as a byproduct of our solution to the multiple-interface
problem, thereby demonstrating a unified framework that can
effectively solve both of these problems simultaneously.
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